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ABSTRACT 
This study examines the relationship between political environments and the spatial 
distribution of Community Land Trusts (CL Ts). CLTs are locally based nonprofit 
organizations established to provide access to land for housing, farming, small businesses 
and civic projects. Central to the CL T model is the split between land and property. The 
land is held by the CL T and the CL T makes the property available for purchase by median 
and low-income families. The organization of this model is based in social democracy which 
contradicts the American "love of property" and tenets of a democratic plurality. I am testing 
the relationship between CL Ts and political environments by analyzing presidential election 
returns at the county level from 1960-2000 and the spatial distribution of CL Ts. Results 
indicate that CL Ts do occur more frequently in cities with more progressive policies and 
more liberal attitudes. 
vu 
PREFACE 
The research I've completed on CL Is has humbled me. My first exposure to the 
model was through an environmental class where it was presented as a means to provide 
affordable housing for low-income families as well as a means to implement land 
stewardship. There are several ways to provide low-cost housing for families; in nearly 
every setting, the family owns the land and property receiving any and all capital gains made 
upon resale. 1 This is not the case in the CLT model, rather, the fundamental distinction of 
the CL T model from all others is the split of tenure of the land from the property. Title to the 
land is held in perpetuity by the nonprofit CLT leaving only the property available for private 
ownership. At first I felt that the model took away a fundamental 'right' of homeownership 
as the CL T 'owned' the title to the land. I also felt it was unfair to place sales restrictions on 
the property when a family decided to move elsewhere. I was surprised, too, that anyone 
would become involved in something where they weren't able to fully realize the capital 
gains made on their investment. 
Through my research, though, I have been fortunate to delve deeply into the heart of 
the model and am impressed with the underlying principles and magnitude of the CL T. The 
model is socially and economically comprehensive and provides the basics for the 
development of a democratically participative, empowering, and sustainable community. 
The model's approach also brings people closer to the natural environment and is very 
supportive of appropriately sized economies and technology. Generally, CLTs consider 
1 Selling real estate does not always result in capital gains. If the land/property are devalued, then the seller has 
to work with that. 
Vlll 
technologies as exciting and useful in many ways, however our society has become 
technologically dependent. 
One of the consequences of a technologically dependent society is the growing 
perception that science and technology are the answer to replace our diminishing natural 
resources. The tragedy of this thinking lies in the fact that the land and natural resources are 
crucial to development. The community land trust model as originally conceived is one that 
addresses resource issues in several ways including implementing wise-use land stewardship 
programs and improving the economic and social viability of a community. Evolving from 
the original model are urban community land trusts. Unlike the original model, the urban 
form is focused on providing low-cost housing rather than developing a community involved 
in land reform and active in community issues. 
Personally, I feel more comfortable holding title to the land and house because they 
are my investments into the future; I know that the capitalist system probably will be in my 
favor when selling our home. Still, I am very supportive of the intent of the original model 
and rm now more inclined to accept and endorse the CLT model as originally conceived. 
1 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
This thesis explores the relationship between community land trusts (CLT) in the 
United States and the political environments in which they operate. The original CL T model 
was conceptualized in the 1960s as an alternative approach to existing land holding practices 
by Robert Swann and Ralph Borsodi. 1' 2 The model is based on the ethical distribution and 
rational use of resources promoting long-term land stewardship and economic sustainability. 3 
Swann and Borsodi sought to use their model as a mechanism to establish strong, 
democratically participative communities for the benefit of self, community, and the natural 
environment. Economic viability is an important component of the model as it is through the 
local, community economy whereby local employment will increase and entrepreneurial 
businesses will flourish thus contributing to the sustainability of the community. 
Fundamentally, CL T organizations purchase and retain title to the land providing public 
access to it through long-term leases. Long-term leases, extending up to 99 years, are written 
to ensure the protection of the natural resources while allowing productive uses of the land. 
A distinction needs to be made between conservancy land trusts, traditional 
community land trusts, urban community land trusts, and farmland community land trusts. 
Betty Didcoct (1991) has discussed land trusts under three categories: conservancy land 
1 Morehouse, Ward (editor) with Contributions from C. George Benello, Robert Swann and Shann Turnbull/ 
Building Sustainable Communities: Tools and Concepts for Self-Reliant Economic Change / Bootstrap Press: 
New York, 1989. 
2 Cirillo, Marie et al. / The Community Land Trust Handbook / Rodale Press: Emmaus, Pennsylvania, 1982. 
3 Ibid. 
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trusts, stewardship land trusts, and economic land trusts. 4 Conservancy land trusts purchase 
easements to prevent current and future owners from developing the land. Stewardship land 
trusts work to ensure that the land is managed according to principles guaranteeing long-term 
sustainability. Finally, economic land trusts place an emphasis on making affordable housing 
available to low-income households. Table 1.1 presents the placement of the varying land 
trusts using Didcoct' s classification. 5 
Table 1.1 Land Trust Classification 




Rural / Farmland 
Didcoct Classification of Land Trusts 
emphasis 
Conservancy Stewardship Economic 
X X 
X X X 
X 
X X X 
There are a few remarks to be made about Table I. I. The Urban community land 
trusts have chief among their goals to make housing affordable to people of low and 
moderate income. Farmland / Rural CL Ts are also concerned about providing affordable 
housing but place their emphasis on farmland preservation and sustainable farming 
practices.6 The traditional (original) CLT model is the seed of both the urban and rural 
CLTs. However, it differs in its emphasis on developing the 'wholeness' of a viable 
4 Betty Didcoct in Chapter II@http://www.wisc.edu/uwcc/stafl7lawless/thesis/thesch2.html. Betty Didcoct has 
been the administrator for the Fellowship for Intentional Community since 1993 and is now the directory of its 




community. In the scope of this thesis, it is the urban and traditional CL T models that are of 
interest. 
The intent of most urban CL Ts is to make housing available to moderate- and low-
income people within the community. The community land trust divides the various rights of 
property ownership and allocates them in way that balances individual and community 
interests. These rights typically include the right to possess, or occupy, a house for an 
extended period; the right to equity in the home, and, by selling the home, to use the equity 
earned toward other ends (e.g. a new home, a retirement fund, etc.); the right to convey the 
house to heirs; and the right to develop the property, or to sell the property to others who 
would develop it. 7 To reiterate, in all cases title to the land is held by the community land 
trusts leaving only the cost of housing or other improvements in the hands of CL T members. 
This type of tenure (property owned privately, land owned communally) limits or negates 
speculative profits as the CLT retains these benefits.8 
Another goal of the urban CLT is in building community empowermen~ community 
control, and psychic investment in a neighborhood. Empowerment and community control 
develop from a growing psychic investment in the community as a result of active 
participation in community and local issues and/or politics enabling them to take charge of 
their own destinies and create programs that would help their communities directly. 9 It also 
can increase social capital as neighborhood residents organize themselves to manage the 
7 Rooted in the Land, edited by Wes Jackson and Wm. Vitek. from Yale University 
Press, 1996. 
8 Hamin, Elisabeth and Mary Elizabeth Manion/ Land Trusts as an Affordable Housing Tool in Des Moines' 
Neighborhoods / The Department of Regional and Community Development, Iowa State University: Ames, 
1999. 
9 Andrew, John A. / Lyndon Johnson and the Great Society/ The American Way Services, Ivan R Dee: 
Chicago, 1998. 
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CL T. Managing it requires initial social capital as residents must be able to start the 
organization with only some outside help for it to be successful. 10, 11 Social capital builds 
upon local community trust, shared nonns, and networks that tend to be self-reinforcing and 
cumulative. 12 Urban community land trusts may also act to establish community gardens, 
acquire land for open space, and provide the fundamental needs of start-up small businesses 
and entrepreneurial pursuits. 
What separates the community land trust model and its variants from other low-cost 
homeownership programs is the tenure of land and improvements. As previously mentioned, 
CL T homeownership means ownership of the improvements made to the land the CL T holds 
title to the land. This is an incongruous, contradictory form of homeownership in the United 
States, where homeownership is equated to tenure of the land and improvements; land 
ownership is deeply rooted in our history and is often considered the first step toward 
economic success and upward mobility .13 
The Emergent CLT Movement 
CL Ts began to emerge in the United States in the late 1960s with less than 10 
community land trusts in operation by the end of the 1970s. Tom Peterson observed that 
CL Ts really began increasing in the 1980s growing from less than 30 organizations in 1988 
10 Hamin, Elisabeth and Mary Elizabeth Manion/ Land Trusts as an Affordable Housing Tool in Des Moines' 
Neighborhoods I The Department of Regional and Community Development, Iowa State University: Ames, 
1999. 
11 In current research regarding community leadership programs, social capital is becoming widely accepted as 
a primer for strong communities and local economic development. 
12 Skill-Building for Stronger Communities/ Heartland Center for Leadership Development: Lincoln, Nebraska, 
1995. 
13 Hayden, Dolores/ Redesigning the American Dream: The Future of Housing, Work, and Family Life/ W. W. 
Norton & Company: New York, 1984, p. 15. 
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to 84 by 1996 - nearly a three-fold increase! 14 Information collected for this thesis identifies 
a second increase in their number from the late 1980s through the late 1990s. Looking at the 
spatial distribution of CL Ts across the county revealed that most of total numbers of CL Ts 
were concentrated in the New England, North and Mid-Atlantic, and Pacific regions of the 
country. One question this research addresses is the reason behind this spatial patterning. 
The majority of CL Ts were in reasonable proximity to large metropolitan areas, so it seemed 
plausible that they were being established to provide affordable housing for people who 
worked in the metropolitan areas. However, there were large metropolitan areas with low-
cost housing needs that existed between the two coasts. So the question was: Why weren't 
there more CLTs in the middle of the country? 
Housing in the United States 
Providing decent low-cost housing for families at or below median income has been a 
challenge of every nation throughout history. Every nation has approached the problem 
differently, but generally through a combination of the nonprofit, state, and private sectors. 
The level of participation of each sector varies and is a reflection of a country's history and 
political ideology. 15' 16' 17 For example, the political philosophy of the Scandinavian 
countries holds that an egalitarian government can evolve through voluntary organizations 
working together with the state to develop a consensual approach to policy and governance. 
14 Peterson, Tom/ Community Land Trusts: An Introduction I Planning Commissioners Journal, issue 23, page 
10 of PCJ, Summer 1996. 
15 Gidron, Benjamin, Ralph M. Kramer and Lester M. Salamon (editors)/ Government and the third sector: 
emerging relationships in welfare states / Jossey-Bass Publishers: San Francisco, 1992. 
16 Salamon, Lester M. and Helmut K. Anheier / The Emerging Nonprofits 
Sector: an Overview/ St. Martin's Press, Inc: New York, 1997. 
17 Defining the nonprofit sector: a cross-national analysis; Johns Hopkins nonprofit sector series: 4 / Manchester 
University Press, Manchester (UK ) and New York, 1997. 
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This philosophy has resulted in a high level of nonprofit and state interdependency in 
financially supporting a majority of their social programs including social housing, socialized 
medicine, and education. 18 
American government is founded in federalism, which stresses individual initiative, 
institutional pluralism, and representative democracy. The rationale holds that not all 
decision-making and problem-solving is to repose in government; instead ample room should 
exist for individuals to improve their society by working through a system of organizations 
other than governmental ones (nonprofits). Through nonprofits, individuals have the means 
to channel their interests and energies toward the resolution of societal problems including 
poverty, inadequate health care, elderly care, poor housing accommodations, and education 
without governmental influence or interference. 19 Under this philosophy, providing social 
relief or support for poorer families is considered the responsibility of the nonprofit sector. 
Despite this however, an elaborate pattern of government-nonprofit cooperation has 
development in the United States, combining the resource-raising capabilities of the state 
with the service-delivering capabilities of private nonprofit organizations. 
There have been at least three economic and social events in recent American history 
that have affected the supply of low-cost housing and the role of the state and nonprofit 
sectors. The first was the Great Depression of the 1930s. Prior to this devastating 
catastrophe, the government played a limited role in providing low-cost housing; housing 
was considered a social problem to be resolved in the private and nonprofit sectors. As is 
18 Smillie, Ian and Henry Helmich (editors) / Non-governmental organizations and governments: stakeholders 
for development / Development Centre of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development: Paris, 
1993. 
19 Senator Daniel P. Moynihan (D-N. Y) in his comments on the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 - signed 
by President Reagan 8/13/81 as Public Law 97-34 (95 Stat.172) in Hopkins, Bruce R. / Charitable Giving and 
Tax-Exempt Organizations / John Wiley and Sons: New York, 1982. 
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well documented, this approach contributed to both the social and economic disaster that 
followed. 20 
To bring the nation out of the Depression, the Roosevelt administration became 
heavily involved in originating and overseeing social programs. One of the more significant 
housing programs was the Federal Housing Authority's (FHA) federally backed low-interest 
loan plan with lengthy payback plans ( 15 to over 20 years). Important to this discussion was 
the unprecedented role of the government as the largest supplier of social and welfare 
services in direct contradiction to the basic principle of federalism, which strongly supported 
individual initiative. 
The second event occurred in the 1960s, the decade interpreted years later as one of 
the most eventful, volatile and sometimes terrifying eras in American History.21 This decade 
ushered in a new era of social reform in which President Lyndon Johnson made his promise 
for a 'Great Society'. In a move toward his Great Society, Johnson presented sweeping 
proposals that sought to cure nearly all ills affecting America, including civil rights, poverty, 
education, health, housing, and developing environmental problems.22 Johnson's proposals 
constituted effort was the largest calling for social program funding since Roosevelt's New 
Deal. 23 Affordable, or low-cost housing, for families was one of the key components of 
Johnson's social reform programs. In 1965 Johnson created the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development, to provide more affordable housing. It was around this time that the 
CLT model was introduced. 
20 Zinn, Howard/ A People's History of America: 1492-Present / HarperCollins Publishers: New York, 1999. 
21 McWtlliams, John C. / The I960's Cultural Revolution/ Greenwood Press: Westport, Connecticut, 2000. 
22 Andrew, Jolm A. / Lyndon Johnson and the Great Society / The American Way Services, Ivan R. Dee: 
Chicago, 1998. 
23 McWilliams, John C. / The 1960's Cultural Revolution/ Greenwood Press: Westport, Connecticut, 2000. 
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The third significant event occurred in the 1980s. Republican rhetoric was filled with 
strong federalist views that saw a clear separation between carrying out national policy and 
supporting social programs; social programs that were considered the responsibility of the 
nonprofit sector with help from for-profit businesses. The reasoning is tied to the basic 
rationale for non-profit organizations in American society, which holds that not all decision-
making, and problem-solving is to repose in government. Ample room exists for individuals 
to improve their society by working through a system of organizations other than 
governmental ones. Following this rationality, the Reagan's administration identified 
innumerable social programs that were considered more appropriate for the nonprofit and 
private sectors than the government. This led to the administration's proposed budget cuts in 
more than 80 programs, with a tax savings of nearly $140 billion over fiscal years 1981-
1983. His slashing of the budget in concert with additional policies and acts ( such as the 
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981) has been called the most dramatic reshuffling of 
economic priorities in this county since the institution of the government programs that led to 
the recovery from the Depression.24 The effect of the administration's policies included 
double-digit inflation, the failure of 'trickle down' as in the poor became poorer and the rich 
richer, huge deficits and causing the greatest decline of homeownership rates since the 
Depression. 25 
24 Hopkins, Bruce R. / Charitable Giving and Tax-Exempt Organizations / John Wtley and Sons: New York, 
1982. 
25 Barton, Stephen E. and Carol J. Silverman (editors)/ Common Interest Communities: Private Governments 
and the Public Interest/ Institute of Governmental Studies Press: University of California, Berkeley, 1994. 
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Ideology 
Ideology is defined as "the body of ideas reflecting the social needs and aspirations of 
an individual, group, class, or culture. ''26 Ideology is connected to values, beliefs, and 
attitudes; in American civil society ideology is partially expressed though the political 
process. To elaborate on the effects different ideologies have, I digress to a study conducted 
by Jack Wright in which he examined how historical settlement patterns and cultural beliefs 
(ideology) have affected land conservation (pol icy) in response to population growth. 27 The 
importance of this treatise is in demonstrating how ideology, in this case the importance of 
land conversation, can produce significantly different policy outcomes. 
For his study, Wright selected the neighboring states of Utah and Colorado. These 
states share many environmental similarities such as extraordinary, large open landscapes, 
spectacular mountains, and countless species of flora and fauna of biological significance. 
They are also similar in the fragility of their landscape, weather patterns, and water 
availability. Both states share a wealth of historical significance and settlement patterns 
around the foothills. However, the similarities disappear when looking at each state's 
responses to the pressures of population growth. 
Utah is the center of the Mormon religion, arguably the single most powerful cultural 
and economic force in Utah. The Mormon leader, Joseph Smith, and his followers left 
Illinois in 184 7 to find a place to accommodate agricultural practices and community 
sustainability and the freedom to practice their religion without persecution. Smith died en-
26 Morris, William ( editor) / The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language / Houghton Mifflin 
Company: Boston, 1978 p. 654. 
27 Wright, Jack/ Rocky Mountain Divide, Selling and Saving the West/ University of Texas Press: Austin, 
1993. 
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route, but his successor, Brigham Young, settled in the Salt Lake Valley and built upon the 
religion in a manner economically benefiting the church by focusing on settling as many 
places as possible and converting or gaining as many followers as possible. This was a 
financially sound venture, as members of the church paid a tithing, or a percentage of their 
gross yearly income. Some of the money went back into the church but much more went to 
support Young and his families in comfort. Young's policy was to become as wealthy as 
possible in worldly possessions as he considered himself a miser in eternal things. 28 Young 
urged others to do the same and in effect promoted the degradation of the land with little 
thought toward future land needs. Wright traces the lack of environmental concern to the 
religion's cosmology, or worldview. A strong component of the Mormon religion is the 
belief that at the start of the new millennium (2001 ), people of their faith will receive their 
just awards. In other words, their life on earth serves only as a holding zone with benefits 
received in the hereafter; consequently, it doesn't matter how the earth is left. 
With its strong hold in Utah, the Mormon religion and its way of viewing the land 
( which is not unlike other religions), has permeated every level of government as well as the 
general population. Wright notes that planning for Utah consists mostly of ensuring enough 
room for streets and utility hookups for new construction. Concern about the provision of 
parks, schools, and other pubic facilities are not critical. Even water, which is becoming 
scarcer, is dealt with though numerous engineering feats in the mountains to capture water to 
pump into the valley. 
28 Wright, Jack/ Rocky Mountain Divide, Selling and Saving the West/ University of Texas Press: Austin, 
1993, p. 161. 
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In contrast, Colorado was settled by miners in the late 1800s. The first settlements 
were followed by many more and populated with a broad range of people from all types of 
backgrounds. Similar to Utah, the mass of population settled at the foothills of the 
mountains, causing pollution, traffic, and water troubles for the state. In contrast to Utah, 
however, Colorado initiated plans as early as the 1970s for land conservation as well as 
taking steps to counter their pollution and water problems. Their collective cosmology 
places a significant value on the land for present and future land use and working with the 
environment for the improvement of their lifestyles. Thus, two different initial ideologies 
evolved into very different land management strategies. 
Methods and Procedures 
The research hypothesis is that there is a relationship between the presence of 
community land trusts and the political environment, and that CLTs are more likely to occur 
in liberal political environments, which are more accepting to change, argue for individual 
equality and social justices more than in conservative environments. The null hypothesis is 
that there is no relationship between the presence of community land trusts and the political 
environment. The chi-squared test is the primary test statistic used to either validate or 
invalidate the null hypothesis. 29 Data used to test the null hypothesis included geo-
referenced community land trust locations and presidential election results by county for 
presidential elections from 1960-2000. As part of the interpretation of the results, a review 
of the literature exploring the connections among party identification (Democrat and 
29 S~ Subhash / Applied Multivariate Techniques /John Wiley and Sons, Inc.: New York (1996). 
12 
Republican parties), CL Ts, and political ideology will be presented. Chapter 5 describes the 
procedures and results in greater detail. 
Summary 
This chapter introduced the Community Land Trust model and examined the forms a 
community land trust can assume including the urban or farmland trust. The CL T type 
explored in this thesis are the traditional and urban community land trusts. Affordable, low-
cost housing was also discussed, as the main intent of the urban CLT. The succeeding 
chapters address issues identified throughout the introduction. In Chapter 2 housing policy 
is investigated, following which Chapter 3 explores the CL T model in greater detail, and 
Chapter 4 addresses property rights and land tenure. Chapter 5 provides the procedures to 
test the hypothesis and presents the statistical analyses. Finally, Chapter 6 presents the 
conclusions. 
13 
CHAPTER 2. HOUSING POLICY 
In the previous chapter, a connection was made between the provision of housing and 
national political ideology. This chapter explores this linkage further by looking at some of 
the research conducted in the field of comparative housing policy, particularly in 
industrialized countries. The field is concerned with the ways in which the governments of 
the twentieth century have interacted with their housing sectors. 30 One of the objectives in 
the field is to present both similarities and differences in housing policy and to use that 
infonnation to build theory and policy.31 The use of the research in this thesis is to review 
some of the main themes of housing policy in several European countries such as Great 
Britain, France, and Gennany, as well as the Scandinavian countries, Australia, Japan, and 
the United States, and demonstrate a connection between housing and political regime. 
Once the connection has been substantiated, the concepts of homeownership and 
tenure will be discussed. The concept and definition of homeownership varies from nation to 
nation and depends on societal and class structure. In some countries, like the United States 
and Australia, it is socially important to be a homeowner, while in other nations, such as 
Denmark and Sweden, it is much less significant. The definitions of homeownership vary 
too; in the United States homeownership identifies a set of prized individual and private 
rights over the land and the property(ies) on the land. In Sweden, homeownership is not 
considered as such a prize because the ability to attain affordable, comfortable, and decent 
housing is readily available to all. 
30 Doling, John/ Comparative Housing Policy, Government and Housing in Advanced Industrialized Countries 
I St. Martin's Press, Inc.: New York, 1997. 
31 Ibid. 
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Tenure, or ownership, plays an important role in homeownership. In this study tenure 
describes the way "real property is held and consumed. "32 This will vary from country to 
country, although countries with similar forms of government will tend to place an emphasis 
on one kind of tenure or another. For example, in Australia homeownership is highly 
desirable and available only to those who can afford it and has been eulogized in the country 
as the Great Australian Myth. This is not so different in the United States, where 
homeownership is highly prized and eulogized - but as the American Dream. 
By the end of this chapter, the reader should have a better understanding of some of 
the intricacies of housing policy, political ideology, and homeownership. The purpose of this 
is to demonstrate the reality of the relationship and the effects it has had on the nation's 
social and economic environments. 
Housing Policy in General 
Issues of housing for low-income and impoverished families became a concern in the 
politics of advanced industrialized countries beginning in the European countries in the late 
1800s. The rise of industrialization created intensive urban migration that brought with it the 
problems of overcrowding, unhealthy air, the spread of disease, shortages of housing, and the 
shoddy construction of what housing was available. 33• 34 In addition, there was a marked 
increase from rural-centered living to major cities which compounding the housing problem. 
32 Doling, John / Comparative Housing Policy, Government and Housing in Advanced Industrialized Countries 
I St. Martin's Press Inc.: New York, 1997 page 151. 
33 Rapoport, Amos/ "On the Cultural Origins of Settlements" i in Doling, John / Comparative Housing Policy, 
Government and Housing in Advanced Industrialized Countries/ St. Martin's Press, Inc.: New York, 1997. 
34 Hanis, Britton/ "Plan or Projection, An Examination of the Use of Models in Planning" in Doling, John/ 
Comparative Housing Policy, Government and Housing in Advanced Industrialized Countries/ St. Martin's 
(Press, Inc.: New York, 1997 p. 151. 
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Studies, research, and legislation addressing housing issues have been a mainstay in 
national politics since the advent of industrialization. It is only within the last 20 years, when 
information became available electronically, however, that comparative research could more 
easily be conducted both cross-culturally and cross-nationally. The research has illuminated 
commonalities and divergences in housing policies; further, these policies reflect a country's 
historical and political development. 35 
European Housing Policy 
Alan Bullock writes of a generalized European paradigm of housing policy with both 
spatial and temporal variations. 36 Up until the mid- l 800s, the private sector had been the 
primary suppliers of housing. By the mid-1880s European governments began taking 
responsibility for the ill effects of urbanization by imposing regulations on the private 
housing industry. Although some of the housing for factory workers might have been 
considered livable, the majority were poorly constructed firetraps, commonly overcrowded, 
unsanitary, and regularly led to widespread epidemics and crowd diseases. 37 To combat 
these problems, the government legislated regulations designed to result in improved health 
35 Bracewell-Milnes, Barry / Land and Heritage: The Public Interest in Personal Ownership / Hobart Paper 93 / 
Institute ofEconomic Affairs: Westminster, London, 1982. 
36 Bullock, N. in Dowling 1997 Bullock, N. / Comparing European Past with Third World Present in Saglamer 
G. and Qzukran S. (editorss) / Housing for the Urban Poor! ENIIR. International Symposium, Istanbul 
Teclmical University, 1991. 
37 Principles and Practice of Urban Planning/ International City Managers' Association/ Washington, D.C., 
1968. 
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and safety conditions of urban residents. Once the fundamental concerns for health and 
safety were met, housing became more of an economic issue. 38 
Perhaps the most significant realization by governments during the 1880s was that the 
incomes of most of the population were too low to attain adequate housing on the open 
market - they couldn't afford the prices. After struggling with issues of costs and housing 
governments intervened through their provision of housing units directly and through the 
development of nonprofit alternatives to the free market. In Germany and France, for 
example, the governments approved of the use of funds at below market interest rates as a 
source of development capital for housing cooperatives and associations to develop the 
fledgling nonprofit sector. The nonprofit sector was considered an excellent alternative as it 
distanced governments from social policy making and the for-profit sector would work with 
the nonprofit to fulfill social needs. For example, a nonprofit would be granted a loan below 
market rate to construct low-cost housing, and private industry would become involved 
because of one of several federal incentives. For instance, the government would subsidize 
the development at a financial gain for the developer 
Both Sweden and Great Britain vary from the picture. Sweden is comprehensive in 
their planning process, seeking to ensure that all people are housed. Further, the housing is 
expected to be well-constructed and large enough to house families comfortably. To make 
this happen, beginning after WWII the government became involved in forecasting national 
and local housing requirements and controlling the rate of production of private, public, and 
cooperative housing. 
38 Doling, John/ Comparative Housing Policy, Government and Housing in Advanced Industrialized Countries 
I St. Martin's Press, Inc.: New York (1997); Kemeny, John/ The Myth ofHome-Ownership, Private versus 
Public Choices in Housing Tenure. / Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd: London, 1981. 
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Great Britain's approach to providing housing is through a social welfare strategy. 
The principle aim in this strategy is to provide "tolerably satisfactory housing" for families 
who are unable to acquire housing through the private market. 39 Housing policy in the 
United States has focused on the stimulation of private enterprise through government 
guarantees to mortgage lenders, below-market-rate-loans to builders of low- and moderate-
income housing, and building homes themselves through the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD). This is not unlike the policy direction of the United Kingdom, 
but it does differ in both concept and action. 
One of the more obvious differences among the three countries is the identification of 
who is responsible for the provision of low-income housing. Sweden has taken upon itself 
the responsibility of providing adequate housing. This has resulted in housing policy 
directed largely by government and designed to provide housing to people of all levels of 
income. Further, there is recognition at the national level that housing is a problem for the 
country and that working together and resolving difficult housing issues make the country 
stronger and more stable economically. In the United Kingdom (UK) the government 
provides basic 'tolerable' housing for families displaced or affected by low wages and the 
inability to acquire housing on their own. Consequently the UK sees the problem as partially 
resolvable at the community and neighborhood levels by making funding available to 




United States Housing Policy 
In contrast to other nations, the basic tenet of the political philosophy of the United 
States holds that the individual, and not the state, is responsible for his or her own destiny. 
Further, the government sees itself in the role of ensuring some measure of equality of 
opportunity rather than equality of outcome. The American ideological imperative has also 
included an emphasis on private ownership.41 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the U.S. government did not concern itself with housing 
issues until the 1930s and then largely in the form of long-term FHA loans were made 
available predominantly to white, middle class citizens so they could obtain housing. 42• 43• 44 
While middle-class families were targeted because they were considered far less a credit or 
loan risk than families below median. The latter were entitled to FHA loans, too, but most 
often, the government considered them too risky and more likely to default on their loan. 
This was important to the government because the FHA program ensured banks that they 
would get the cost of the mortgage back in case of bankruptcy or foreclosure - the 
government didn't want to get stuck with paying out on defaults.45 Regarding the indigent, 
the US provided public housing that has had disastrous results.46 After World War II, the 
housing industry flourished as the government made it easier for families to purchase single-
family dwellings; it was good for the market-centered economy. 
41 Headey, Bruce Wyndham/ Housing Policy in the Developed Economy/ Billings and Sons LTD: London, 
1978. 
42 Goodwin, Doris Keams/ No Ordinary Time, Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt: The Home Front in World War 
II/ Simon & Schuster: New York, 1994. 
43 Pugh, Cedric/ Housing in Capitalistic Societies/ Itchen Printers Limited: Southampton, England, 1980. 
44 U.S. Department ofHousing and Urban Development/ Homeownership and Affordable Housing, the 
Opportunities/ Office of Policy Development and Research, U.S Department of Housing and Urban 
Development under contract with Aspen Systems Corporation No. HC-5791, 1991. 
45 Pugh, Cedric/ Housing in Capitalistic Societies/ Itchen Printers Limited: Southampton, England, 1980. 
46 Ibid. 
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Beginning in the 1960s there were increased opportunities for families to attain 
single-family homeownership in three other than the 'traditional' means. These included co-
housing, where families shared in paying the mortgage and jointly owned the real estate, 
intentional communities, where families have shared philosophical tendencies and own their 
own house but have ownership in the 'commons', and cooperative housing, where members 
have shares in the cooperative and can purchase their housing unit. Each kind of 
homeownership just described has related tenure issues defining the use and ownership of 
land and property. 
It is through tenure that issues of achievement and failure on an individual and 
national basis are frequently discussed. 47 In the United States, the tenured control of the land 
and the real property is the ultimate sign of individual economic success and is highly 
desirable in this society. This concept of tenure, however, is not shared by all members of 
the society who have other notions of tenure formulated over the years by their experiences, 
personal backgrounds, and educational development. The broad and diverse nature of the 
population ensures a multitude of tenure considerations based not only on ideology but also 
in the political economy. 
The research conducted for this thesis has identified at least three variations to the 
traditional means of homeownership and the related tenure of the real estate. Please recall 
that real estate equates to land and property; property is defined as the improvements made to 
the land, and that land is considered the natural state of a piece of the earth's surface that has 
47 Marcuse P. / Property Rights, Tenure and Ownership: Towards Clarity in Concept, in Danermark B. and 
Elander I. ( editors) Social Rented Housing in Europe: Policy, Tenure and Design. Housing and Urban Policy 
Studies 9, Delft University Press: Delft, 1994. 
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not been altered by human intervention. 48 These are: 1) property is owned and land is leased 
to own, 2) property and land are leased to own, and 3) property is owned but land is not 
owned. There are numerous examples of these tenure relationships in the U.S. 
The American Dream 
Dolores Hayden has conducted extensive research in housing and housing issues for 
over two decades. As part of her research, she studied the concept of the American Dream, 
which is tied to homeownership directly. She comments that, "homeownership has become 
inseparable from the American dream of economic success and upward mobility". 49 
Hayden states that the concept of the American Dream is rooted in the housing 
expansion and public policy drive to increase homeownership prior to and following World 
War II. Hayden writes of it as uniquely American in form and significant because for the 
first time in history, '' ... a civilization has created a utopian ideal based on the house rather 
than the city or the nation. "50 The selling of the Dream has been intense. Beginning in 
1931, elementary schools taught students to make models of ideal houses, in 1935 General 
Electric ran a design competition for a dream house for 'Mr. and Mrs. Bliss,' and in 1939 the 
personal income tax deduction for mortgage interest was introduced. After WWII, veterans 
were encouraged to become homeowners in suburban areas. Hayden points out that the 
Dream house replaced the ideal city as the spatial representation of American hopes for the 
'good life' prevailed.51 
48 Cirillo, Marie et al. / The Community Land Trust Handbook / Rodale Press: Emmaus, Pennsylvania, 1982. 
49 Hayden, Dolores/ Redesigning the American Dream: The Future of Housing, Work, and Family Life/ W.W. 




But what does homeownership mean in these contexts? Hayden remarks that it 
represents a state of mind, a concept, or an idea about an unstated prized relationship many 
Americans have and many others are in search of 52 Homeownership gives the homeowner a 
sense of power and freedom to modify the house and land as they see fit- even though there 
may be innumerable zoning codes, ordinances, and statutes governing what can and can't be 
done to the land and property. Homeownership also instills in the homeowner pride of 
ownership, a sense of security, permanency, and a legacy to hand down to the next 
generation. 53' 54 
In review, this chapter touched upon the effects national politics have on providing 
low-cost housing, homeownership and tenure; the concept of the American Dream; and 
reviewed the three most frequently used means to attain single family, low-cost housing. In 
the next chapter, the Community Land Trust model will be presented and compared to other 
forms of housing tenure. 
52 Ibid. 
53 Ibid. 
54 Terkel, Studs/ American Dreams, Lost and Found/ Pantheon Books: New York, 1980. 
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CHAPTER 3. COMMUNITY LAND TRUSTS 
Chapters 1 and 2 covered the basics of the CL T model and the model's probable 
linkage between political ideology and the presence / absence of CL Ts. This chapter 
discusses the political and philosophical underpinnings of the CL T model. This includes the 
development of the original model, the influential forces in its development, and 
organizations emerging from the concept. Finally, the potential causes for the increase of 
CLTs from 1960-2000 are explored. 
Prelude to the Model 
Robert Swann conceived the original community land trust model in partnership with 
George Borsodi in the late 1960s. In addition to the experiences and philosophical influences 
of Swann and Borsodi in the design of the model were those of George Benello and Ernst 
Fritz (E. F.) Schumacher. Common to all of them was a shared philosophy of social, land, 
and economic reform, development, and the improvement of the human condition. 
Along with Ralph Borsodi, Swann's ideas were influenced in part by the 
achievements and writings of Mahatma Gandhi, whose life-long pursuits included the 
attainment of social justice, equality, equity, and human rights for India's oppressed through 
nonviolence. 55 Gandhi's devotion to these pursuits was catalyzed from his early experiences 
as a legal advisor in South Africa. At that time, Indians in South Africa were without 
political rights and treated with the force and fury of European racism. Gandhi himself 
suffered through an incident of racism when he was thrown out of a first-class South African 
55 Witt, Susan and Bob Swann / Land: the Challenge and the Opportunity @ 
http://members.aol.com/efssociety/landpiece.html 
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railway compartment even though he had a first-class ticket. In combination, these 
experiences resulted in Gandhi's emergence as the leader of the Indian community in South 
Africa and later in India. 56 
In South Africa, Gandhi coined the term satyagraha 
to signify his theory and practice of non-violent resistance. 
For example, in 1919-1920, conflict and fighting broke out 
in the Punjab that led to the massacre of a large crowd of 
unarmed Indians along with other atrocities committed 
against the Indian population at the J allianwala Bagh in 
Amritsay. Gandhi wrote a report of this to the Punjab 
Congress Inquiry and over the next two years, initiated the 
non-cooperation movement, which called upon Indians to 
withdraw from British institutions, return honors conferred 
Figure 3.1 Gandhi 
by the British, and learn the art of self-reliance. This resulted in paralyzing British 
administration in some areas of the Punjab. The full effects of the movement were never 
realized, as it was suspended in 1922 when a number of Indian policemen were murdered by 
a large crowd at Chauri Chaura located in the United Provinces. 57, 58 
The point of conveying the above is to point out Gandhi's nonviolent approach to 
effect social change. Swann' s and Borsodi' s political beliefs were associated with anarchism 
and pushed for essentially a revolutionary reform of land and currency in which capitalism 
56 The History and Politics of Mahatma Gandhi @ 
http://www/sscnet.ucla.edu/southasia/History/Gandhi/gandhi.html 
57 lbid. 
58 More on Gandhi@http://www.freeindia.org/biographies/freedomfighters/gandhiji/pglO.htm 
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and centralism took the back seat to human needs and fully sustainable, democratically 
participative community organizations. Traditionally, the anarchist would be at the forefront 
of forcing revolutionary change through combative means. Swann and Borsodi sought to 
fight for their revolution without battle by legally establishing an organization providing an 
alternative to capitalist life. Over the last 40 years this model, lifestyle, and philosophy have 
grown to a point where environmental groups in the development of their organizations and 
programs use CLT principles. British social economist E. F. Schumacher also influenced 
Swann in the development of the model. Swann became familiar with Schumacher's ideas 
through Schumacher' s articles published in the British-based Resurgence Magazine. In 
1967, Swann went to England to discuss Schumacher's philosophy for possible applications 
in the United States.59 
Figure 3.2 Fritz Schumacher (left) with Robert Swann in New England, 1960s 
59 http:/ /members. aol. com/ efssociety /land piece. html. 
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Schumacher firmly believed that economic systems should be developed as if people 
mattered rather than its common practice of a blind devotion to profit making. Schumacher 
made his mark by arguing against the over-eulogized Keynesian theory of economics, which 
called for state intervention in the market in times of economic instability. Under the 
Keynesian scenario, the economy would be managed and controlled centrally rather than left 
to the private market. To steady the economy, the government would influence the market 
by expanding existing technologies and industry. Instead, Schumacher called for the 
decentralization of economics and government through his dual concepts of intermediate size 
and intermediate technology.60 
The concept of 'intermediate size' is based on the administrative idea of 
superimposing cantonal structures on large areas of states of such modest unit dimensions 
that vast industrial concentration becomes not only unnecessary but also uneconomical. The 
cantonal structure is based on the canton organization, similar to that of Switzerland, and is a 
small territorial division of a country or state. Intermediate technology is the direct 
consequence of the intermediate size. Once a development district is "appropriately" 
reduced, it becomes possible to fulfill a society's material requirements by means of less 
expensive and simpler equipment. By implementing size economies, Schumacher theorized 
that there would be a reduction of unemployment, that people would be kept close to nature, 
that a respect would emerge for land and other natural resources, and that the end result 
would be the development of a strong, interactive society.61 
60 Schumacher's theory was derived in part by the Swiss and their system of government. 
61 Satish (editor)/ The Schumacher Lectures/ Harper and Row: New York, 1981. 
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Schumacher developed his ideas on sized economies by 1966; however, it wasn,t 
until 20 years later that he was able to form a small group of supporters that he could engage 
in the collecting, research information, and knowledge about intermediate technology and 
local forms of development through self-help. In the English climate of growing 
disillusionment with the concept of unlimited economic growth, coupled with a growing 
feeling of alienation produced by a high-technology society, Schumacher's ideas began to 
gain a slow, grassroots acceptance. 62 
Ralph Borsodi 
Ralph Borsodi is credited with prompting the homesteading movement of the 1930s. 
At that time, Borsodi led the Dayton Project, which was an attempt to alleviate the effects of 
the Depression by fostering small, quasi-self-sufficient communities complete with the 
development of the community's own monetary systems. 63• 64 Fundamental to the movement 
were the principles of self-reliance, economic independency, and psychological sovereignty. 
The term 'homesteading' as used by Borsodi was not in practice what it was under the 
provisions of the original law. The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 
repealed the Homestead Act of 1862 for all states except Alaska. Borsodi' s 'homesteading' 
was based in his ideal of a move toward decentralist living, particularly in the county; 
Borsodi enumerated on a working definition of homesteading by stating that, " ... a suitable 
working definition can be obtained from one of John Denver's fine songs: 
62 His first and most influential book, Small is Beautiful, was published in 1973 in Britain. It wasn't until the 
following year, however, when it was published in America, that his ideas started to receive serious attention. 
Satish (editor)/ The Schumacher Lectures/ Harper and Row: New York, 1981. 
63 Ralph Borsodi Papers (MC 34): / University ofNew Hampshire Library Special Collections@ 
http://www.izaak.nh.edu/specoll/mancoll/reform.htm. 
64 Although this experiment failed, Borsodi was later to demonstrate in the Exeter Experiment that a community 
based monetary system could work. 
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Blow up your TV, throw away your papers, 
Go to the country and build you a home. 
Plant a little garden, eat a lotta peaches, 
Try to find freedom on your own. "65 
Borsodi also brought to the table his experience and knowledge gained from his work 
with Vinoba Bhave, who along with Jaya Prakash (JP) Narayan, were Gandhi's two most 
devoted supporters. Bhave saw the land as the gift of God, like air, water, sky, and sunshine. 
He connected science with spirituality and the autonomous village with the world movement. 
He regarded the power of the people as superior to the power of the state. In April 1951 and 
as a follower of Gandhi, Bhave started a peace trek on foot through the war-tom region of 
Telangan. Later in the month, Bhave met with the villagers of Pochampalli to help re-
establish that community. The harijas of the village told Bhave that they needed 80 acres of 
land to make a living. Referring to this Bhave asked the surrounding villages if they could 
help solve the problem. Ram Chandra Reddy, a landlord, showed his willingness to help by 
giving 100 acres of land to Pochampalli. Vinoba spent 13 years in his trek walking from 
village to village in rural India gathering villagers together and asking those with more land 
than they needed to give a portion of it to the local poor and landless villagers. This initiative 
was known as the Bhoodan, or Gift of the Land, movement and represented the gifting of 
land on an individual level. 66 
In the beginning of his trek Bhave became aware that some of the new landowners 
became discouraged as they were without the tools used in agriculture, including seeds to 
plant and a credit system that was needed to attain purchase power to buy the tools and seed. 
65 Borsodi, Ralph / Some Thoughts on Homesteading article at The School of Cooperative Individualism @ 
h!:t}):/ /www.geocities.com/ Athens/ Acropolis/5148/borsodi _ homesteading. 
66 Thakkar, Usha/ Uinoba Bhave -A life Sketch: Gandhi's Introduction ofVinoba Bhave@ 
http://www.mkgandi-sarvodaya.org/vinoba/bio.htm) 
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As a result, these new landowners sold their deeds back to the large landowners and left for 
the city. In response Vinoba altered the Boodan system to a Gramdan, or Village Gift, 
system. In the Gramdan system, the village held all donated land and then would lease the 
land back to those capable of working it. The lease expired if the land was unused. The 
recorded acreage gifted from both movements totaled 4,194,270 acres.67•68 The land 
distributed from the total acreage was, according to 1975 statistics 1,285,738, acres (31 %); 
1,857,398 acres ( 44%) were found to be unfit for distribution; and some of the remaining 
land (25% remaining) became entangled in legal hassles, with some deserving to be written 
off. Vinoba' s work presented an alternative way to live and prosper in a non-violent 
society.69 
The Community Land Trust Model as Originally Conceived 
Swann envisioned the CL T model as a democratically controlled institution holding 
title to land for the common good of a community. 70 The land could be used or developed as 
open space, for entrepreneurial development, farmed, and/or to provide affordable housing. 
In its basic approach, the model stems from a view of the Ian~ the earth, as something 
naturally given to all people in common that can never be owned in absolute terms by 
individuals. 71 
67 Gandhiji / Who is Vmoba Bhave? / Harijan / October 20, 1940 (http://www.mkgandhi-
sarvadaya.org/vinoba/vingndhi.htm) 
68 The literature indicates that the achievement of the Bhoodan and Gramdan movements in the material terms 1 acreage) was much below the expected target of an unspecified amount. 
9 Taken from literature of sources noted in Footnotes 6 and 7. 
70 Swann and Borsodi had previously worked in developing a commodity-backed currency in Exeter, New 
Hampshire and establishing the "Community Investment Fund," one of the first social investment initiatives 
with positive results in the U.S. 
71 Ibid. 
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In practice, the CL T developed into a nonprofit organization with an open 
membership to any resident of the community in which the CL T is located. The purpose of a 
CLT is to establish a democratic institution to hold land and to retain the use-value of the 
land for the benefit of the community and as a vehicle for broad-based land reform with a 
local/community focus. 72 Most of the CL T membership involved in CL Ts believe in 
decentralized structures and favor small trusts limited to a geographic area no larger than 
where CL T control is possible. 73' 74 The effect of a community land trust is to provide 
affordable access to land for housing, farming, small businesses, and civic projects, which 
can be achieved when a significant portion of the land is held by a CLT.75 
Within the framework of the model, CLT-owned land would be leased to the 
occupant through a ground lease 
agreement. These agreements typically 
run for 99 years and are both renewable 
and transmissible to heirs. A monthly 
"lease fee" is charged to the family for the 
use of the land. Leaseholders own the 
buildings and any improvements on the 
land but not the land itself. Upon resale, 
leaseholders are restricted to selling their 
buildings and improvements at current Figure 3.3 An ideal of a sustainable CLT. 
72 Email to the author from Susan Witt @ www.communitylandtrust.org. 
73 This includes units such as the community, county or state, or may even be defined as a bioregion. 




replacement costs excluding the land's market value from the transfer. Resale restrictions 
ensure that the land will not be capitalized and will provide affordable access to land for 
future generations. 76• 77 
The concept of the lease-fee draws in part from the writings of utopianist Henry 
George. In the early 1900's, George looked into the reasons why poverty was occurring at 
the same time of the immense wealth from industrialization. George maintained that the 
problem lay in the principle that land is a common trust and cannot be owned further; it was 
not ownership or use rights that created disparity but the misdistribution of income resulting 
from ownership and use rights. His solution was one in which local governments could 
collect a tax (economic rent) on land and its resources equal to the annual economic value of 
the resource; this tax could be used to support all public functions ( as no other tax would be 
necessary) or possibly redistributed to each member of society. Who owned and used the 
land made little difference, so long as the economic value was justly distributed among all. 78 
Pulling away from the American capitalist framework and developing a democratically 
viable sustainable community was not the only reason for the development of the CLT 
model. In the late 1960s, Borsodi and Swann were concerned with the significant changes in 
land tenure in rural America. The biggest problem was an increasing loss of prime farmland 
to expanding (and absentee) corporate ownership; consequently the initial emphasis ofCLTs 
76 Witt, Susan and Bob Swann / Land: The Challenge and the Opportunity / @ 
http://members.aol.com/efssociety/landpiece.html. 
77 Cirillo, Marie, John Davis, Rob Eshman, Charles Geisler, Harvey Jacobs, Andrea Lepico, Chuck Matthei, 
Perk Perkins, and Kirby White I The Community Land Trust Handbook / Rodale Press: Emmaus, Pennsylvania, 
1982. 
78 George, Henry / Our Land and Land Policy: Speeches, Lectures and Miscellaneous Writings / Doubleday and 
McClure Company, 1901. 
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was the protection of rural lands. 79 Borsodi coined the term 'land trust' to mean that land 
should be regarded as 'trusterty', not property. 
The original organization established to promote the model was the International 
Independence Institute (ill), founded in 1967 by Swann and Borsodi, the same year the ill 
sponsored the first CLT in the United States - New Communities. The trust was located in 
rural Albany, Georgia and planned along with Slater King, a cousin of Martin Luther King, 
Jr. In structuring the CLT, Swann, Borsodi and King relied on the legal documents of the 
Jewish National Fund that has a long established legal history of leasing land to individuals 
and cooperatives. 80 Swann led a group to Israel to learn more about the leasing holding 
methods in the 1960s. The group decided on using individual leaseholds for homesteads and 
cooperative leases for farming, purchased a 5,000-acre farm in Albany, developed a plan for 
the land, and leased it to a group of African-American farmers. 81 The III was also 
instrumental in authoring the first handbook on CLTs, Community Land Trusts, a New Model 
for Land Reform in America, published by the Center for Community Economic 
Development and initiating the Community Investment Fund for use by CLT low-income 
members. The prime shaper of the fund was George Benello. 
George Benello was active in the New Left and then the workplace-democracy, 
peace, and green movements, and participated in the American decentralist movement that 
included Paul Goodman, Lewis Mumford, and Ralph Borsodi. Benello' s advocacy of 
worker-owned enterprises was influenced by his study of the Mondragon system of 
79 Cirillo, Marie, John Davis, Rob Eshman, Charles Geisler, Harvey Jacobs, Andrea Lepico, Chuck Matthei, 
Perk Perkins, and Kirby White / The Community Land Trust Handbook / Rodale Press: Emmaus, Pennsylvania, 
1982. 




cooperatives located in the Basque region of Spain. The Mondragon network was 
established in the late 1950s as a result of the efforts of Father Don Jose Arizmendi. 
Arizmendi founded the network as the result of founding an elementary technical school in 
Mondragon in 1943. The first class to graduate from the school included five men who 
formed a small worker-owned and managed factory named ULGOR. Starting with an initial 
24 members, ULGOR manufactured replicas of a previously patented model of a kerosene 
stove. Their business proved successful and developed as the premier enterprise of the whole 
Mondragon system. 
For Benello, Mondragon also has revolutionary implications mainly because its 
structure of democratic governance, with worker ownership and control, challenged the 
capitalist system. Rather than awarding profits and control to hire in the capitalist system, 
Mondragon awarded profit and control to labor. From his study of Mondragon, Benello 
identified two significant characteristics of the system. First, Mondragon represented a 
community democratically controlled by its members with a positive vision of freedom in 
work. Second, it represented something that worked that in turn constituted a statement 
about human nature, establishing beyond controversy that people can manage complex social 
tasks via democratic organization. 82 
In the United States, George Benello advocated the establishment of small, 
autonomous communities at the way in which society should organize itself. Benello posited 
that the problem with capitalism and, more generally, with coercive industrial systems of 
82 http://www.around.ntl.sympatico.ca/-timto/the _challenge_ of_ mondragon.htm. 
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whatever persuasion, is not that they don't work; they do deliver the goods, but in the process 
"grind up human beings. "83' 84 
In 1977, after the death of George Borsodi, the assets of the ill were transferred to the 
newly formed Institute for Community Economics (ICE). ICE, established by Swann with 
George Benello, replaced the III as it was felt by Swann that ICE better represented the goals 
of the ill. 85 In 1980, Swann, along with Susan Witt, moved to the Berkshire region of 
Massachusetts to live and work on a CLT. In that same year, an E.F. Schumacher 
Foundation was established under the direction of Robert Swann and Executive Director 
Susan Witt. Witt comments that the Society continues to promote community land trusts as 
locally based nonprofit organizations that hold land in a region for housing, farming, 
business, and other productive use. However, their purpose is more broadly focused than on 
local economic systems and not just affordable housing, as is the focus oflCE.86 With 
Swann's move to the Berkshires and his decision to found the Schumacher Society, Swann 
resigned from the ICE board, leaving a pause in its direction. Finally, it was decided to keep 
ICE going with Chuck Matthei as the lead. Matthei's primary interest was in housing for the 
very poor, and so, under his direction, ICE became associated more with housing for the poor 
rather than as a broad economic land reform movement. 
83 Carol Korty and Julian Benello / From the Ground Up: Essays on Grassroots & Workplace Democracy by C. 
George Benello / South End Press, 1992. 
84 Benello, George and Len Krimmerman ( editor) / From The Ground Up: Essays on Grass Roots and 
Workplace Democracy. @http://flag.blackened.net/llr/articles/llr13-12.html. 




Institute for Community Economics 
The ICE housing model is essentially the same as that outlined for the original 
community land trust model. ICE CLTs can be designated as a 501c3 non-profit corporatio~ 
and has an open membership within local community boundaries, democratic decision-
making, split ownership of land and improvements, a resale formula specified in the ground 
lease that (a) gives CLT first option to purchase improvements, and/or (b) limits resale value 
of improvements. The distinction between the urban and the traditional CL T is that the urban 
form is used primarily in urban or residential areas to address housing issues for moderate-
and low-income people. Internally, a board of stakeholders leads the CLT. The stakeholders 
can include representatives of the community, financial institutions, community resource 
agencies, local housing authorities, and local government. Ideally, the Board is configured to 
ensure a democratically controlled institution with membership to be drawn largely from 
local CL T residents. 
Important to the CLT concept is its local community focus. Although ICE states that 
there is no single way to define 'community' it may refer to a region, a city, a county, or a 
neighborhood. In any case, ICE does list four considerations that should influence the 
formation of the CL T boundaries. First is identifying something that may already bind the 
people of an area together, such as a common land or housing problem. Second is 
identifying a shared sense of common boundaries, which marks one area distinct from 
another in the minds of local residents. Third is the 'critical mass' needed to organize a CLT; 
in other words, there needs to be enough people, available land, and/or housing opportunities 
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to accomplish its goals. Finally, and on the other hand, is designating an area small enough 
to encourage grassroots participation in CL T development. 87 
Assuming that these criteria are met, the CLT locates a moderate- or low-income 
family within the community and offers the property for sale while retaining ownership of 
the land beneath the house. The new homeowner signs a long-term ground-lease agreement 
with the CL T, giving the family the right to occupy the CLT-owned land for as long as they 
own the home. Like the original model, most ground leases extend for 99-year leases and are 
renewable and transferable to heirs, and charge a monthly lease-fee to the family. The 
money received from the monthly fee is put back into the CL T for continued development. 
Most of the CLTs use the 'standard' lease agreement designed by ICE but have the option of 
designing their own agreement. 
The lease-fee goes towards meeting the CLTs mortgage payments on the land and the 
overhead costs of maintaining the CLT organization. A nonprofit organization, the CLT 
usually also receives financial support from public and/or private sources. Not only do these 
arrangements lower the price of the property for the potential home buyer by subtracting 
from the cost of the home the appraised value of the land beneath it, but also provides the 
CL T with the leverage to guarantee that the property will serve community needs 
indefinitely. In other words, because the CLT owns the land beneath the family's home, it is 
able to retain a certain degree of control over the long-term use of the home. This is achieved 
primarily through a resale formula that is laid out in the ground lease and signed by the new 
homeowner. 88 
87 ICE homepage @ http://www.iceclt.org/. 
88 Ibid. 
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The resale formula is part of the ground-lease agreement. It specifies the conditions 
for the resale of the home that sits on the CL T-owned land and usually provides the CL T 
with the first option to purchase the home so that the CL T will be able to transfer ownership 
of the home to another moderate- or low-income member of the community. As added 
insurance to keep a property affordable, the resale formula also stipulates that the resale price 
of the home cannot exceed the original price plus the value of any improvements made to the 
home in the intervening period (adjusted for inflation).89• 90 In developing the formula, the 
CL T works towards minimizing increases in price due to speculative development for which 
the homeowner cannot take credit. While the homeowners may not reap capital gains from 
the resale of the home, the family can at least recoup the amount paid on the home mortgage 
over the years, if the house is kept in its original condition or improved. This arrangement 
retains some of the incentive structure of conventional home ownership while at the same 
time reducing the possibility that the homeowners' gain will mean the community's loss. 
Besides limiting the right to capital gain, the ground lease may include use restrictions that 
further promote the interests of the community. For example, if the buildings on CLT land 
are used not for housing but are intended for commercial use, the ground lease could require 
that the business meet some specified community need, or that the business be owned and 
operated by members of the community. 
From the homeowners' perspective, the ICE community land trust model is not 
without its drawbacks of which there are at least two profound shortcomings. First is the 
89 Ibid. 
90 U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development / Homeownership and Affordable Housing, the 
Opportunities/ Office of Policy Development and Research, U.S Department of Housing and Urban 
Development under contract with Aspen Systems Corporation no. HC-5791 (1991). 
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inability to gain ownership of the land, which is the ultimate confirmation that the land and 
property will not be modified or sold without the consent of the homeowner. There are other 
housing models, like the HfH model, which do allow for land ownership after the occupant 
meets certain criteria - such as living in the house for a specified amount of time. In doing 
so, the second drawback, the stipulations of the resale formula are addressed. Essentially, the 
resale formula is a mechanism to ensure affordability. However it results in the occupant 
only realizing perhaps a modicum of a property" s increase value when sold rather than the 
price of its full market value. This can be detrimental to a selling member as it can act a bar 
against purchase of another home. 
Growth in the 1960s through the mid-1980s 
The original CLTs, based on the Swann and Borsodi version, were established in the 
eastern United States when this country was undergoing profound societal changes discussed 
in Chapter 1. At the core of these changes was the, at times forced, recognition by the 
government that the public was demanding reform of social and economic policy to protect 
the rights of its citizens and to effect a fundamental change in providing basic services for the 
growing number of impoverished throughout the nation. Concurrent with this movement 
were significant policies legislated to protect our environment from ourselves. The 
increased numbers of CLTs beginning in the late 1970s is attributable to the leadership of 
ICE Director Chuck Matthei. Known as the 'Johnny Apple Seed' of community land trusts, 
Matthei trekked in several portions of the county, particularly in very poor communities to 
promote and establish community land trusts. Figures 3.4a through 3.4d illustrate the spread 
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and growth of community land trusts from 1960 through 1999 and Figure 3.5 presents the 
CL Ts known by the author as of early 2001. 
CLT Growth in the 1980s through the 1990s 
In the 1980s there were dramatic increases in housing costs and, for the first time 
since the 1930s, a decline in homeownership rates. Double-income families in the median-
income bracket began to default on their home mortgages being unable to pay for increased 
housing costs and property taxes. Part of the problem was due to changes in OPEC, resulting 
in exorbitantly high prices for oil. The more significant contributor to the deterioration of 
America's economy throughout the 1980s are the economic programs instituted by the 
Reagan administration to reduce federal involvement with social programs including those 
fighting poverty, providing housing, promoting the arts, and expanding access to education. 
The Reagan administration argued that these could be restored to the nonprofit world where 
they once were found. This would not only ensure continuity of the services, but it also 
would be fully compatible with traditional American political philosophy and the rationale 
for nonprofit organizations (see Chapter 1). 
Charitable contributions legislation was advanced shortly after passage of the Reagan 
administration's budget cuts. The legislation was part of the Economic Recovery Tax Act 
and was thought to be a way in which charitable organizations could receive funding at the 
same time that tax-paying charitable contributors would benefit from reduced taxes. 
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The long-range view was anticipated to provide an enormous opportunity for nonprofit 
organizations. 
This is not what happened. In fact, during Reagan's administration inflation rates 
went to 10-12 percent, resulting in increased costs of housing, food and land. The actual 
effect of the charitable contribution deduction was that most people and for-profit 
organizations used it to put money in their pockets to survive "Reaganomics" rather than 
giving it to non-profits. In the 1990s, the increase of CL Ts may be attributed largely to a 
change in CL T focus which is related to the increased availability of public funds. Under the 
direction of Sarah Page, the current director of ICE, the Institute has been successful in 
gaining access to state and federal funding for CLTs serving low-income people; with the 
growing dependence on public funds, the provision of housing is the focus of ICE CL Ts 
rather than a focus on whole community development91 . 
Table 3 .2 Community Land Trusts by Decade 





Listed in the year 2000 7 
Total CLTs 107 
91 Susan Witt, personal email communication 4/2001. 
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Summary 
In sum the original CL T model was developed to use it as a vehicle for broad-based 
land reform with a local/community focus developed trust model. The distinct difference 
between the CL T model and other forms of home ownership is the split between the land and 
the property - the CL T holds title to the land and establishes ground-lease agreements with 
occupants and occupants own improvements (buildings) made to the land. The next chapter 
explores the development of homeownership as is presently considered in the United States 
whereby tenure of the land and property defines homeownership. 
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CHAPTER 4. LAND, PROPERTY, HOMEOWNERSHIP 
One could consider homeownership as the centerpiece of American society in terms of 
individual accomplishment, community cohesiveness, and the very important economic gains 
homeownership can bring. Private individual housing provides stability for the nation and its 
many communities; it provides jobs in housing related industries; and well kept properties 
increase the desirability of the living area, which can lead to increased home values. 92 
Unfortunately, the constant increase in housing construction is resulting in urban sprawl, 
which is responsible for a significant decline of open productive and buildable land. Of 
considerable importance, too, is the broad societal concern for the conservation and 
protection of open lands for ecological, esthetic, and psychological reasons. 
The term homeownership as presented in the literature is inconsistently defined and 
conceptualized. One aspect is clear, however; the concept and meaning of homeownership is 
a social construct. It's a social construct because its interpretation is dependent on a shared 
context, a shared Weltanschauung. 93• 94 For example, coming from a white, middle-class, 
Irish-American, Catholic background, homeownership to me means owning the property 
(house, garage) and 'owning' the land as described in the title as I pay the mortgage on it. I 
consider myself to have dominion over the land and property, even though I realize that the 
ownership consists metaphorically of a 'bundle of sticks.' In this analogy, property is not a 
92 Hayden, Dolores/ Redesigning the American Dream: The Future of Housing, Work, and Family Life/ W.W. 
Norton & Company: New York, 1984, p. 15. 
93 Akman, V arol / Context as a Social Construct / Department of Computer Engineering and Information 
Science/ Bikent University: Bilkent, Ankara 06533, Turkey/ akman@cs.bilkent.edu.tr / Nov. 21, 1997. 
94 Marshall, Gordon ( editor) / The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Sociology/ Oxford University Press: Oxford 
and New York, 1994. 
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single unitary thing, but rather a group of rights, some of which may be added or subtracted 
under appropriate conditions. 95 For example, I can't set up a gravel pit in the back of my 
yard as the area is zoned only for single-family dwellings. The idea ofhomeownership-
owning property and the land - is not uncommon for most Americans; 96 it is not an 
uncommon concept for most western industrial nations. 97 In the research about 
homeownership in the United States, no matter how homeownership is perceived, it is clear 
that the property can and is owned by the occupier. What is questioned is the tenure of the 
land, is it or can it be owned? 
There are three modes of tenure regarding property and land that are of significance 
to this discussion. The most common is tenure over land and property, which is largely the 
tenure available to middle- and upper-income families. The second is lease-to-own 
agreements for either the property or land separately or together. The third is ownership of 
the property and usufruct of the land. 
In the first instance, tenure is fairly straightforward. A willing buyer identifies 
available real estate to be purchased from a willing seller. In the instance where the buyer is 
at or above median income, the mortgage is easy to set up, as long as the buyer has a good 
credit rating. In the case of low-income families, the buyer commonly works with a 
governmental agency or nonprofit to help finance the purchase. Financing for traditional 
housing is commonly derived from below-market rate interest long-term loans. 98 
95 Rose, Carol M. / Property and Persuasion, Essays on the History, Theory, and Rhetoric of Ownership / 
Westview Press: Boulder Colorado, 1994 p. 278. 
96 Please refer back to Chapter 2. 
97 Kemeny, John/ The Myth of Home-Ownership, Public versus Private Choices in Housing Tenure/ Routledge 
and Kegan Paul: London, Boston and Henley, 1981. 
98 Morris and Winter / Traditional Housing 
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The second way is through sweat equity. Sweat equity programs commonly address 
the housing needs of households with a total income ranging from 55 to 70 percent median 
income. In the Habitat for Humanity (HfH) program, eligible families are selected by 
established criteria identifying minimum qualifications to participate in the program. 99 
Commonly the criteria include demonstrating a need for adequate and affordable housing, an 
ability and willingness to pay; and providing a few hundred hours ( -500 hours) of labor 
towards building or upgrading a house, or helping out the nonprofit in some other way. In 
exchange the eligible family becomes the owner of the property and typically has a lease-to-
purchase option on the land. Construction or rehabilitation costs of the materials are the 
financial responsibility of the family with funding originating from long-term, low interest 
loans made to the family through nonprofit or governmental organizations. Finally, if the 
family decides to move, the agency responsible for the initial purchase and construction of 
the housing must be given first option to buy the property and land. Resale restrictions do 
apply for HfH housing whereby the seller only receives a certain percentage of equity. This is 
a measure intended to keep the land/property affordable on a long-term basis. 
The third way is the focus of this paper, house/homeownership though a CLT which 
is a fairly new concept in the United States. Similar to the traditional model of land tenure, 
the owner can purchase and obtain ownership rights to the building(s) on the land. However, 
unlike the traditional mode but somewhat similar to the sweat equity model, the CL T holds 
title to the land in perpetuity, leasing it back to the occupier of the house. Similar to the 
sweat equity model, the intent is to keep the housing affordable for low-income families. 
There are two significant differences between this CL T, model and the other two, both of 
99 Habitat for Humanity homepage @ http://www.habitat.org/ 
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which concern resale. For example, if a family purchased a HUD home, when they sell it, 
they receive the equity of the house in addition to any increases in value. In both the sweat 
equity and CLT models however, there are restrictions on the resale of the property. The 
sweat equity resale restriction applies if the owner decides to sell prior to a designated length 
of occupation ( which is established by the nonprofit organization), for example five years. If 
the family stays in the residence over five years, then the real estate can be sold on the open 
market but only after offering it for sale to HfH, which retains rights of first sale. 
In the CL T model, there is no opportunity to realize the full value of the real estate 
normative because the land is never held in fee simple, but only leased. The resale 
restrictions in the CL T only allow the seller to receive the return on the original investment 
plus the costs of improvements (if any). Further, only a percentage of increase value can be 
realized, anywhere between 10-45 percent, depending on when the CLT was established and 
what the Board decides is equitable. When compared to the other two models tenure through 
the CL T model seems more like a variation of rent or leasing rather than homeownership 
because you never get the opportunity of owning the land. 
Land Rights 
Beatley states, "many of our contemporary political and legal disagreements about 
land involve fundamentally different understandings of what property rights in land actually 
are."100 Is it a natural right, or a bestowed right, or can we own land at all? In our society, as 
well as other western industrial societies ( such as Australia), both are contested. One model 
100 Beatley, Timothy/ Ethical Land Use, Principles of Policy and Planning/ John Hopkins University Press: 
Baltimore and London, 1994. 
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of the proper relationship to land is similar to Native American cultures that traditionally saw 
land as something that could be used but not owned in a strong proprietary or possessor 
sense. Another is the belief that land is an economic resource to be used as a means of 
production; once the resources on that land were used up, then production shifted to 
resources on other 'owned' land. 
The position that land is something which can be owned and over which dominion 
can be exercised has complex origins. 101 The basic idea that land could be owned reflects 
European laws and customs. In western cultures, particularly America, the consideration of 
land as private property is often attributed to John Locke, whose philosophical ideas form the 
fundamentals in how our government works. There are others whose philosophy and 
principles have contributed to the discussion of land as either private property and thus 
owned or land as part of nature that can never be owned. 102 To understand this dualism, the 
next section covers the basic tenets of philosophers who were influential in establishing our 
Constitution. 
John Locke, an English philosopher, argued for what he called a labor theory of 
property, notably in his 1690 The Second Treatise of Government 1952. 103 In his argument 
Locke puts forth that the land belongs to those who get there first and use it; it is "something 
from the world at large which becomes a given person's property when that person 'mixes' 
his or her labor with it. 104 As reported in Bellah, Madsen, Sullivan, Swindler and Tipton, 
101 Ibid. 
102 Audi, Robert (general editor) / The Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy/ Cambridge University Press: 
1995. 
103 Beatley, Timothy/ Ethical Land Use, Principles of Policy and Planning/ John Hopkins University Press: 
Baltimore and London, 1994. 
104 Audi, Robert (general editor)/ The Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy/ Cambridge University Press: 
1995. 
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Locke's American followers emphasized the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of 
happiness, which is exemplified by the solitary individual's appropriation of property from 
the state of nature. Government exists to protect that property. Once men agree to a medium 
of exchange, such as money, the acquisition of property is in principle without any moral 
limit. 105 Bellah (et al.) further notes that Locke's ideas were popular in early America and 
considered commonplace among the country's 18th century founders, who planned the U.S. 
to have an economic life essential for the political economy. 106 
John Stewart Mill and Thomas Paine held similar views that contrasted those of 
Locke. Paine championed the idea that land should be accessible to everyone and everyone 
is entitled to it. Paine was a strong supporter of egalitarianism - which had wide popular 
appeal early on. 107 Mill held a contrasting view to that of Locke. Mill's ideas are derived 
from utilitarianism, an ethical theory proposed by Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart Mill that 
all moral, social, or political action should be directed toward achieving the greatest good for 
the greatest number of people. Mill held that land was to be used for the welfare of people, 
and this should be considered as a fundamental moral rule. Further, this and other moral 
rules could be justified by their utility and the test of experience. In other words, the rules of 
property are justified by their role in serving certain fundamental human needs. 108 He also 
argued that a free-market economy had as many defects as benefits; defects in terms of 
poverty for many which result from private ownership of the means of production (land). If 
105 Bellah, Robert N., Richard Madsen, William M. Sullivan, Ann Swidler and Steven M. Tipton I The Good 
Society I Alfred A. Knopf: New York, 1991, pages 66-67. 
106 Ibid. 
107 Ibid. 
108 Audi, Robert (general editor)/ The Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy/ Cambridge University Press: 
1995, pages 494-495. 
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this is the case, then Mill suggests we should institute alternatives to private ownership of 
land such as socialism or public ownership of the means of production. 
Adam Smith, Scottish economist and philosopher, was one of the founders of modem 
political economy and a major contributor to ethics and the psychology of morals. His 
contributions can be extracted from Causes of the Wealth of Nations (1776). In it Smith 
attempts to explain why free economic, political, and religious markets are not only more 
efficient, when properly regulated, but also more in keeping with nature. Interestingly 
enough, Smith's writings show a full awareness of the potentially dehumanizing force of 
what was later called capitalism, seeking ways to correct this through liberal education and 
properly organized religion. 
Thomas Jefferson incorporated much of Locke's philosophical principles in his 
writing of the Declaration of Independence. Jefferson, slaveholder and aristocrat though he 
was, held that property ( and land) rights were natural rights. He followed Locke in believing 
that private property and contracts were prior to government and could thought of as by 
natural private matters; government should protect private contracts and property but not 
attempt to interfere with them or shape them toward common ends. 109 
What can be concluded from the above is that the predominant thought basic to our 
government and society was that man had a natural right to own the land because the value of 
land lies only in its economic return. Two centuries later, in the 1970s, began the public 
awareness that our natural resources were not only becoming polluted and a threat to our 
health and ecosystem, but also diminishing at a rapid rate with no ability to replace 
109 Bellah, Robert N., Richard Madsen, William M. Sullivan, Ann Swidler and Steven M. Tipton/ The Good 
Society/ Alfred A Knopf: New York, 1991. 
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nomenewable resources. Land was beginning to be seen as something to have intrinsic 
worth, to be valued and maintained with care and not considered as simply an economic 
commodity, such as Beatley' s chair. The following soliloquy illustrates this transformation 
of thought on land ownership. 
Tom Dale, Vernon Gill Carter 
Thoughts on ownership110 
In small-scale enterprise, private ownership is natural, fruitful and 
just In medium-sized enterprise; the idea of property becomes strained, 
unjust. If there is only one owner or a small group of owners, there can be, 
and should be, a voluntary surrender of privilege to the wider group. In 
large scale enterprise private ownership is a fiction for the purpose of 
enabling functionless owners to live parasitically on the labor of others. It 
is not only unjust but also an irrational element, which distorts all 
relationships within the enterprise. 111 
Civilized man was nearly always able to become master of his 
environment temporarily. His chief troubles came from his delusions that 
his temporary mastership was permanent. He thought of himself as ' 
master of the world', while failing to understand fully the laws of nature. 
Man, whether civilised or savage, is a child of nature and not the master of 
nature. He must conform his actions to certain natural laws if he is to 
no Dale, Tom and Vernon Gill Carter/ Topsoil and Civilisation/ University of Oklahoma Press: USA, 1955 in 
Schumacher, E. F. / Small is Beautiful, A Study of Economics as if People Mattered/ Blond and Briggs Ltd.: 
London, 1973, Chapter 2. 
l l l Ibid. pg. 249. 
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maintain his dominance over his environment. When he tries to 
circumvent the laws of nature, he usually destroys the natural environment 
that sustains him. And when his environment deteriorates rapidly, his 
civilisation declines. 
Transitioning to current thought, Timothy Beatley states that in the United States, as 
well as other industrialized nations, values about land and development reflect a commodity-
based view of land where land is considered among the most common forms of economic 
investment. Further, in seeking to protect that investment, homeowners have an incentive to 
oppose any land use activity or policy - even if that change will benefit the broader public as 
it might take away from their financial return. 112 Finally, Beatley comments that the private 
property rights movement exhibits a similar belief that one's primary obligation is to protect 
personal benefits without concern for the impacts of individual actions on others or the 
general public. 
Summary 
This chapter presented various interpretations of how homeownership is considered in 
the U.S. Three forms of tenure were presented as most commonly occurring in the United 
States. Of these, only the CLT model identifies that title to the land remain in the nonprofit 
CLT organization in perpetuity. The origins of the significance placed on homeownership 
whereby tenure includes property and land were also presented. Following the concept of 
112 Beatley, Timothy and Kristy Manning/ The Ecology of Place, Planning for Environment, Economy, and 
Community I Island Press: Washington D.C. and Covelo, California, 1997. 
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homeownership from the formation of this county up until now shows little has changed --
both are still considered important economic investments. The next chapter presents the 
connections between political party identifications and voting behavior and establishing a 
linkage to CLT presence / absence. 
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CHAPTER 5. ANALYSIS 
Chapter 5 provides a statistical examination of the data collected to measure the 
relationship between the presence of community land trusts and partisanship. The 
preliminary research indicates that such a relationship does exist and further, it appears that 
the ratio of CL Ts to partisanship is higher in counties where the majority of the votes were 
cast for a democratic president. This chapter also provides supportive information which 
makes the research hypothesis all the more legitimate. 
Statistical Examination 
The research hypothesis states that there is a relationship between the occurrence of 
CLTs and the political environment; more specifically there are more CLTs in politically 
liberal environments than there are in conservative environments. The null hypothesis, Ho, is 
that there is no relationship between the political environment and the presence of CL Ts. 
The chi-squared test (i) was used to determine the validity of the H0 • The chi-squared test is 
a general test designed to evaluate whether the difference between observed (/ o) and 
expected (f e) frequencies under a set of theoretical assumptions is statistically significant. 113 
When Ho is true, Io and f e tend to be close for each cell, and I is relatively small. If Ho is 
false, at least some lo and le values tend not to be close, leading to large (/o- lei values and 
a large test statistic; the larger the chi-square value, the greater the evidence against the null 
hypothesis of independence. 114 The P-value for the chi-square, which gives a measure of 
113 Agrest~ Alan. Statistical Methods for the Social Sciences/ Alan Agresti, Barabara Finlay ( 3rd ed.). 
Prentice-Hall, Inc.: Upper Saddle River, NJ, 1997. 
114 Ibid, p. 255. 
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distance between f O - f e, is the right-hand tail probability of the chance that Ho is valid. 
Most studies require very small P-values, such as P :S .05, before concluding that the data 
sufficiently contradicts the null hypothesis to reject it. Assuming P :S . 05 then, the validity of 
the research hypothesis is significant at the 95 percent level with only a five percent 
probability that the null hypothesis is correct. 115• 116 
Drawing the Random Sample (RS) 
A simple random sample was selected as the approach to generate an unbiased dataset 
for comparison with the finding of the CL T dataset; in a simple random sample each unit of a 
defined population has exactly the same chance of being drawn as any other unit. In this 
study, the county was assigned as the unit of analysis. Originally, the state was selected as 
the unit of analysis however in reviewing the amount of reliable data available at the county 
level and because county politics was reasoned to be more revealing and potentially 
indicative of a ( or lack of) relationship, the county replaced the state as the unit of analysis. 
The 2000 Census identified 3,111 counties in the United States. As both Alaska and 
Hawaii were excluded from this study, the random sample is derived from the county 
population of 3,079. The random number-generator, a statistical function available in 
Arclnfo® Version 8. 0 geographic information systems software, 117 was used to generate a 
simple random sample from the population of 3,079 counties. The seed for the random 
number-generator is the current second of the internal clock of the computer running the 
115 Freedman, David, Robert Pisani, and Roger Purves/ Statistics / W. W. Norton and Company, Inc.: New 
York, 1978. 
116 Agresti, Alan. Statistical Methods for the Social Sciences/ Alan Agresti, Barabara Finlay. -[3rd ed.]. 
Prentice-Hall, Inc.: Upper Saddle River, NJ, 1997. 
117 Arclnfo is registered geographical information systems software of the Environmental Services Research 
Institute located in Redlands, California. 
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process. Using the internal polygon ID of each county as a selection frame, 100 of the 3,079 
counties (3.2 percent) were selected to represent the population. 
Data Collection 
Three key sources were used to identify active CL T organizations in the United States 
(excluding Alaska and Hawaii); these were the ICE 2000 Mailing List,118 Internet 
searches, 119 and the Tax Exempt State Employee Plans Statistics, Exempt Organizations: 
Records (U.S. Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Master File). 120, 121 The review of the sources 
resulted in the identification of 125 potential CLT organizations. General information about 
each of the 125 organizations was converted into a database for further analysis. The 125 
were reduced to 107 following a single-day phone survey conducted March 22, 2001 to 
verify organizational implementation of the community land trust model. The 100 counties 
of the random sample were also converted into a database nearly identical to that of the CLT 
database. 122 Recorded items in each of the databases included state and county voting 
records during the presidential elections held from 1960-2000,123 county and state 
population density, 124' 125 and per capita income. 126 
118 The CLT organizational list was obtained through the Story County Community Land Trust, Ames, Iowa. 
119 Search words and phrases for Internet included the following, CLT, community land trust, ICE, sustainable 
development, HUD, housing, low-income housing, School of Living and affordable housing. 
120 http://www.irs.ustreas.gov/tax_stats/soi/ex_imf.html 
121 Site source: Dr. S Wojciech Sokolowski, Institute for Policy Studies, John Hopkins University. 
122 CLT items included year established. 
123 Dave Leip 's Atlas of U.S. Presidential Elections internet site http://www.uselectionsatlas.org/. 
124 U.S. Bureau of the Census figures for census years 1980 and 1990, and 1999 estimates. 
125 Population: U.S. Population, 2000 / stateline.org@http://www.stateline.org/fact.cfin?FactlD=l 103. 
126 Bureau ofEconomic Analysis/ 250 Highest and lowest per capita incomes of the 3110 counties in the 
United States, l998@http://www.bea.doc.gov/bea/regional/reis/pcpirank.htm. 
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CLT Unit Considerations 
Each CLT was counted as one unit (record) where n = 107. Each record held 11 
cells, one for each of the 11 presidential elections from 1960 - 2000. Each cell was coded as 
either democrat or republican depending on the majority vote of the county. For example, if 
the majority vote in Suffolk County, Massachusetts went to Lyndon Johnson in 1964, then 
the cell would be coded as democrat, and if the vote went to Robert Dole in 1992, then the 
cell was coded as republican. Although counties whose majority vote went to a presidential 
candidate representing the independent ( or other party) candidate were recorded, the vote 
was not included in the analysis as the overall intent of the study is to identify trends in the 
two dominant parties. As a matter of record though, there were 22 cells of 2,240 (. 009 
percent) that captured the independent vote is to identify trends in the two dominant political 
parties. 
Chi-Square Test and Results 
Table 5 .1 provides the counts identified in the random and community land trust data 
sets that carried either a democrat or republican presidential candidate. 
Table 5.1 Party Identification and County Voting Record for 
Election Years 1960 - 2000. 
Party 
Data Set Republican 
Random Sample (RS) 










Using the data in Table 5.1, the chi-square= 7.13 with one degree of freedom (df) and 
a P-value = .010. Interpreted, this means that the validity of the research hypothesis is 
significant with only a one percent chance that there is not a relationship between the 
occurrence of county political party and the presence of CL Ts such that the null hypothesis is 
rejected. There were several instances, (n = 33) in which multiple CLTs existed within a 
single county. For example, Hillsborough County, New Hampshire is home to two CLTs. In 
these instances, the county vote in each presidential election was counted twice - one each 
for each CL T vote in an election year. Coding for the random sample was rather 
straightforward as each record represented only one county. 
Table 5.2 presents the number of county votes from 1960- 2000 and the equivalent 
mathematical definition. Using the data in this table, another way to check if the results are 
valid is to compare the difference of proportions. 127 
Table 5.2 Party Identification and County Voting Record Contingency 
Table for Election Years 1960 - 2000. 
Party 
Data Set Democrat Republican Totals 
(x1) (n1 -x1) (n1) 
Random Sample 368 710 1078 
(x2) (n2- X2) (n2) 
Comm. Land Trust 652 510 1162 
(X1 + X2) (n1 + n2 - x1-x2) (n1 + n2) 
Totals 1020 1220 2240 
127 Agresti, Alan and Barbara Finlay / Statistical Methods for the Social Sciences, Third edition / Prentice Hall: 
New Jersey, 1997, p. 267. 
Assignment of Values: 
1t" 1 = X1 / n1 = 368/1078 = .44 
1 - 1t"1 = .66 
Formula: 
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1t"2 = X2/ n2 = 696/1050 = .56 
1 - 1t"2 = .34 
(.56 - .66) ± 1.96 '1 .66(.44) I 1078 + .56(.34) / 1162 = 
( -.10) ± 1. 96 (.01) = 
(-1.0) ± .02 
-.08 :5 ( ,r" 2 _ n" 1) :5 -1.02 --+ confidence interval 
The interpretation of the confidence interval in the basic formula is that iffL, (1t"2-
1t" 1) = 0 then you fail to reject IL, because 0 is in the confidence interval. The confidence 
interval in this case however falls below 0 at -.08 :::; (1t" 2 _ 1t"1):::; -1.02; consequently I reject 
the null hypothesis that there is no relationship between party affiliation and the presence of 
CLTs. Instead I concluded that confidence interval supports the research hypothesis. 
The strength of the relationship between party politics and the presences was tested 
using Pearson's correlation (r). R measures the strength of a linear association between X 
and Y, the larger the absolute value of r the stronger the degree of linear associations. A 
perfect linear relationship occurs when r = l or r = -1. In the first instance, r represents a 
positive correlation and in the second, a negative correlation. The correlation between 
Democrats and the presence of CL Ts was r = 1 and the correlation between Republicans and 
the presence ofCLTs was r= -1 showing an inverse relationship. Figure 5.1 shows the 
relationship but from a different perspective. It identifies a similar relationship between the 
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party politics of presidential administration and the establishment of community land trusts 
during those administrations. A trend line was added to identify future trends. The trend 
lines in Figure 5 .1 demonstrate a continued positive relationship between the additions of 
community land trusts during Democratic controlled administrations. 
Population Density 
The population and the land area of each county in both datasets were extracted from 
the U.S. Census Bureau files for census years 1980, 1990 and from population estimates for 
1999. The 1999 figures were used, as the release date for all population totals at the county 
level is not expected until May - July 2001. 128 The analysis shows a significant relationship 
between the average persons per square-mile density and the presence of CL Ts, as the 
population density increases so too does the number of community land trusts (Table 5 .3 ). 
Table 5.3 Average Population and Population Densities 1999, 1990, 1980 
PoEulation 
Data Sq. 
Set Miles 1980 1990 1999 
RS 1,111 73,612 79,131 87,344 
CLT 1,181 316,058 318,979 356,037 
128 U.S. Census Bureau/ Census 2000 Data Products At a Glance I@ 
http://www.census.gov/population/www/censusdata/c2kproducts.html. 
Density {per sguare mile} 
1980 1990 1999 
625 646 680 
1,377 1,418 1,480 
120% ---------------------------------------------i 
--+-Republican 
Democratic I 100% 100% I- Linear (Democratic) 

























The economic report reviewed for this section is by the Bureau of Economic Analysis 
listing the 250 highest and lowest per capita income counties (PCI) of the 3,110 counties in 
the U.S. in 1998. This review identified 34 of 82 unique community land trust counties (41 
percent) as listed in the top 250 highest PCI counties. None of the CLT counties were listed 
in the lowest 250 PCI counties. In contrast, only four of the RS counties (.04 percent) 
occurred in the top 250 list and two of those were counties in which CLTs existed; one RS 
county was listed in the lowest 250 PCI counties (Table 5.4). 
Table 5.4 Number of Counties within the 250 Highest Per Capita 
Incomes 
PCI RS CLT Percent of National 
Ranking Average 
1- 50 3* 10 265.4 - 135.3 
51-100 0 5 134.7-119.6 
101-150 1 5 119.5 - 112.5 
151-200 0 7 112.4-106.1 
201 -250 0 7 106. 0- 101.9 
Total 4 34 265.4 - 135.3 
*Two of the three are counties in which CLTs exist. 
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Regional Distribution 
A spatial coverage was developed to display and identify geographically county and 
state locations of the RS and the CLT datasets using Arc View® version 3.2. 129 The 
coverages used as a basis for the spatial conversion included state and county boundary 
coverages available through the USGS National Mapping Information website. 130 Each state 
was also labeled as to its regional location in the nation. Reviewing the spatial data, it 
appears that CL T counties occur more frequently in regions historically considered more 
liberal than conservative in the presidential election years of this study (Figures 5 .2, 5 .3a and 
5.3b ). 131 Generally, the New England, Pacific, Mid Atlantic regions tend to vote for the 
Democratic candidate while the West North Central, West South Central, and several states 
within the East South Central, South Atlantic and Mountain regions tend to vote more 
frequently for the Republican candidates. 
Political Behavior - Ideology and Politics 
The literature suggests that by and large, ideology describes a set of concepts and 
beliefs centered on a general idea that usually entrusts believers of the ideology to behavior 
consistent with its beliefs. 132 Using this description, there are innumerable ideologies such as 
political ideology, religious ideology and philosophical ideology. Diving into any of the 
above can result in additionally related ideologies. For example, a voter's religious ideology 
129 Arc View is registered geographical information systems software of the Environmental Services Research 
Institute located in Redlands, California. 
130 USGS National Mapping Information / USGS Geospatial Data, Information, and Related Products: Digital 
Geospatial Data / http://mapping.usgs.gov/www/products/dgeosp I .html, 3/01. 
131 Note that the counties are much smaller in the East than the West. 
132 Flanigan, William H. and Nancy H. Zingale / Political Behavior of the American Electorate, Ninth Edition / 
Division of Congressional Quarterly Inc.: Washington D.C., 1998, page 108. 










Figure 5 .3a Regional Distributiuon of Community Land Trusts 
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may influence her political ideology, which might influence the presidential candidate she 
votes for in an election. Relevant to this study is political ideology; there are numerous 
definitions and descriptions. For this study, the definition of ideology comes from Miller and 
Shanks who define it as "a set of fundamental beliefs or principles about politics and 
government, what the scope of government should be, how decisions should be made, and 
what values should be pursued''. 133 So how is ideology linked to voting either republican or 
democrat and how is either republican or democrat linked to conservatism or liberalism? The 
means for measuring the relationship is public opinion polling. 
Opinion Polls 
Flanigan and Zingale describe public opinion as the collective attitudes of the public, 
or segments of the public, toward the issues of the day. 134 Continuing, Flanigan and Zingale 
consider public opinion as a significant aspect of American political behavior that can 
provide insightful information about the public and their changes in political attitudes. 
Nevertheless, and although the polling data used in this study are derived from reputable 
sources, a few words need to be expressed about the concerns of the polling. 
First, there is a demonstrated relationship between nonvoters and the absence of public 
opinion. In other words, nonvoters typically express little interest in poll participation. 
Second is a demonstrated relationship between low socioeconomic status and opinions; low-
income voters tend to have less information and education created by their social 
133 Miller, Warren E. and J. Merrill Shanks/ The New American Voter/ Harvard University Press: Cambridge, 
1996. 
134 Flanigan, William H. and Nancy H. Zingale / Political Behavior of the American Electorate, Nmth Edition / 
Division of Congressional Quarterly Inc.: Washington D.C., 1998, page 108. 
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circumstances and may have no opinion on political policy. These two combined equate to 
some bias in polling results although it is indeterminate as to what the bias is. Third, the 
meaning ofliberal and conservative changes over time (although not greatly). 135• 136 These 
concerns, although present in this study, are not anticipated to undermine the overall patterns 
and trends of the data. 
Ideology, Party Identification, Liberalism, Conservatism 
When pollsters first began polling, the thought was that if you knew the ideology of 
the voters, then it would be relatively easy to determine who the winning candidate would 
be. 137 Subsequent studies on this topic show that the relationship between ideological 
identification with a candidate is actually fairly weak (Tables 5.5). However there is a strong 
connection between party politics and voting behavior - voters tend to vote for the candidate 
representing their Democratic or Republican parties (Table 5.6) regardless of ideology. 
Erikson remarks that there is a reasonable connection between how a person votes (Democrat 
or Republican) and how that voter sees herself as either liberal or conservative. 138 Further, 
most political commentators treat the Democratic Party as the liberal party and the 
Republican Party as the conservative party. 139 
135 Ibid. 
136 Erikson, Robert S. and Kent L. Tedin / American Public Opinion, Sixth Edition/ Addison Wesley Longman, 
Inc.: Boston, 2000. 
137 Flanigan, William H. and Nancy H. Zingale/ Political Behavior of the American Electorate, N'mth Edition/ 
Division of Congressional Quarterly Inc.: Washington D.C., 1998. 
138 Ibid. 
139 Ibid. There are times, however, where there is little difference between political ideology. 
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Approval of Clinton's handling of the economy 
Abortion 
Governmental services and spending 
Foreign Policy 
Approval of Clinton's handling of foreign policy 
Defense Spending 
a. Table 8-6 in Flanigan, William H. and Nancy H. Zingale/ Political Behavior of the American Electorate, 









Ideological Identification: 1976-1996 
Category Results 
1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
Liberal 8 10 8 7 9 7 7 9 10 8 9 
Somewhat liberal 8 10 9 8 9 11 9 8 10 8 11 
Middle-of-the-road 25 27 20 22 23 28 22 25 23 27 24 
Somewhat conservative 12 14 14 13 14 15 15 14 15 14 16 
Conservative 13 14 15 14 15 15 17 12 15 21 19 O'\ 00 
Haven't thought about it 33 27 36 36 30 25 30 33 27 22 21 
Total 99 102 102 100 100 101 100 101 100 100 100 
(N) 
!2,8392 !2,2842 !1,5652 !1,4002 !2,2292 !2,1702 !2,0352 !1,9872 !2,4812 !1, 7952 p,7142 
a Source: Center for Political Studies National Elections Studies. Data provided by the Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research. 
Extracted from Flanigan and Zingale, p 126. 
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Fred Kerlinger comments that most Americans have opinions on a wide range of 
issues and political analysts and commentators characterize these as either liberal or 
conservative with each bearing a separate and independent set ofbeliefs.141 Both terms have 
been used in what he describes in their "hyphenated bipolar form" in discussions for many 
years. Despite that, Kellinger continues, their definitions are somewhat arbit:raty and subject 
to the judgment of the definition. 
Robert Erikson and Kent Tedin would agree with Kellinger in the general description 
that liberalism and conservatism are two separate sets of political beliefs but expand upon 
that to include economic, religious, educational, and other social beliefs to shaipen the 
distinction between the two. To Erickson and Tedin, liberalism emphasizes the "freedom of 
the individual, constitutional participatory government and democracy, discussion and 
tolerance of different views, constructive social progress and change, egalitarianism and the 
rights of minorities, secular rationality and a rational approach to problems, and positive 
government action to remedy social deficiencies and to improve human welfare".142 
Conservatism is characterized by an "emphasis on the status quo and social stability, religion 
and morality, liberty and freedom, the national inequity of men, the uncertainty of progress, 
and the weakness of human reason. Distrust of popular democracy and majority rule and any 
support of individualism and individual initiative, the sanctity of private property, and the 
central importance of business and industiy further characterize it."143 
141 Kerlinger, Fred N. / Liberalism and Conservatism, the Nature and Structure of Social Attitudes / Lawrence 




Table 5.7 shows the ideological identification of Americans between 1976 and 1996. 
As one can see, the series of responses of liberal versus conservative has been fairly stable 
over the years. The literature indicates that self-identified liberals are most frequent among 
women, blacks, and non-southern and non-religious college educated whites. Self-identified 
conservatives are most common among Hispanics, southern whites and educated Protestants 
outside the south. Tables 5.8 and 5.9 provide aspects about voters who identify themselves 
as either conservatives (Table 5.8) or liberals (Table 5.9). 
Summary 
The information drawn from the analysis is multi-dimensional, but all leading to the 
conclusion that there is a relationship between party politics and the presence of community 
land trusts, and further, that community land trusts do occur more frequently in liberal rather 
than conservative counties <I= 5.25, ldf, and aP-value = .025). The analysis also shows 
there might be a significant relationship between the average number of people per square 
mile density and the presence of CL Ts with community land trusts occurring in relatively 
high-density areas. 
Reviewing the 250 highest PCI counties, 34 of 82 unique community land trust 
counties ( 41 percent) were listed in the top 250 while only four of the RS counties (. 04 
percent) were identified. The greater number ofCLTs in the wealthy counties makes sense 
as the greater the gap between median and average income the greater the level of poverty 
and the greater the presence of low-income households. 143• 144 The spatial distribution 
143 State Income Inequality Continued to Grow in Most States in the 1990s, Despite Economic Growth and 
Tight Labor Markets/ Center on Budget and Policy Priorities @http://www.cbpp.org/l-18-00sfp.htm. 
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provides more evidence that the research hypothesis is valid, as the preponderance of CL Ts 
are located in counties where the majority of the presidential vote was carried more 
frequently by a Democratic presidential candidate than a Republican candidate, and in 
regions politically identified as liberal as opposed to conservative. What all this means is 
that my suspicions about the community land trust and their greater occurrence in liberal 
versus conservative political environments are correct and supported by the testing of the 
research hypothesis. In the final chapter, Chapter 6, a discussion is provided on the meaning 
and relevance of the data analyzed in this study. 
144 Kevin Bertsch also notes the difference between median and average income. He analyzed the IRS tax data 
for 1996. Of the 120 million returns filed, Bertsch identified the median income to be in the range from 
$20,000 - $25,000 (60 million returns above and below this figure). The average worked out to be $38,000. 
Consequently if the average income is used to identify areas of housing needs, then it misses that percentage of 





Faith in God 
Teaching of spiritual values 
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Table 5.7a 
Conservative Factors and Referentsb 
Economic Conservatism Traditional Conservatism 
Profits Discipline 
Money Law and order 
Business Authority 
Free enterprise Family 





a Table 12-1, Conservative Factors and Referents in Kerlinger, Fred N. / Liberalism and Conservatism, the 
Nature and Structure of Social Attitudes/ Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc.: Hillsdale, New Jersey, 1984, pg. 
239. 















Human Warmth and Feeling Progressivism 
Love Child-centered curriculum 
Human warmth Children's interests 
Affection Children's needs 
Sexual Freedom 




abortion, free abortion) 
a Table 12-1, Conservative Factors and Referents in Kerlinger, Fred N. / Liberalism and Conservatism, the 
Nature and Structure of Social Attitudes / Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc.: Hillsdale, New Jersey, 1984, pg. 
241. 




General Conservative and Liberal Views 
Liberal 
View the human condition as relative 
to the quality of society 
Egalitarian 
Believe planned change brings the 
responsibility of improvement 
Permissive 
Conservative 
Views society as a control for 
humanity's worst impulses 
People are inherently unequal and due 
unequal rewards 
Venerate tradition, order, and 
authority 
Moralistic 
Government as part of the solution Afraid of big government 
a Compiled from: Kerlinger, Fred N. / Liberalism and Conservatism, the Nature and Structure of 
Social Attitudes/ Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc.: Hillsdale, New Jersey, 1984; Erikson, 
Robert S. and Kent L. Tedin / American Public Opinion, Sixth Edition/ Addison Wesley 
Longman, Inc.: Boston, 2000; Flanigan, William H. and Nancy H. Zingale/ Political Behavior of 
the American Electorate, Ninth Edition / Division of Congressional Quarterly Inc.: Washington 
D.C., 1998 
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Chapter 6. Conclusions 
When I first began this research, I knew only of the CLT model as implemented by ICE. 
The concept of the CL T model that I was familiar with, however, was more closely aligned 
to that of Swann and Borsodi. I think that at the core of the Swann and Borsodi model was 
( and is) the visible statement that we need to recognize the rights and needs of all humanity 
and we must interact differently with the environment, particularly the land and other natural 
resources. As founders of the model, Swann and Borsodi established first the m and then 
later ICE as vehicles to develop their concepts of how a society should work - one in which 
the emphasis is placed on the democratic freedom of the individual and the appropriate use of 
natural resources and technology, which cannot be achieved in our current society based in 
capitalism. From the information gathered for this work, it is clear that the nonprofit 
organization of ICE is the principle player and advocate for establishing CL Ts. 
Beginning in the 1980s, there was a shift away from the traditional model toward using 
the model as simply another tool to provide low-income housing. This is not a bad thing, and 
staff at ICE work tirelessly on housing issues. What appears to be happening, though, is a 
loss of many of the original and substantive ideals of the model. At the heart of this loss lies 
the reduction of a sense of community, social interaction, the building of social capital, and a 
real chance of CL T members to prosper from the opportunities provided through the original 
model. It is frustrating to see the necessity to reformulate the original model to fit within the 
confines of government protocol to acquire the very funding needed to provide the housing in 
the first place. 
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Finally, the CLT model, regardless of application, does have long and short-tenn 
benefit for the individual, the local neighborhood or community, and our natural land 
resources. In the short tenn, the CLT fulfills an immediate need of providing affordable 
housing for low- to middle-income families. This is not unlike the many other means to 
affordable home ownership. I think unlike so many other housing models, the CLT is unique 
in its inclusion ofland stewardship and good land use practices in its philosophy. It's an 
acknowledgement of the importance of land resources for future generations, the importance 
of keeping land and housing available for people of lesser means. The purchase of a property 
effectively removes it from the open market and reduces or eliminates land speculation and 
development. Further, providing access to land for low cost housing the model sets the stage 
of providing the stability and sense of security a buyer looks for when purchasing a home and 
looking for a healthy community to live in. 
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